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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of linear functional differential equations (FDEs), the adjoint 
equation has played a prominent if sometimes mysterious role. It appears in 
the decomposition theory for linear autonomous equations [l] and for those 
with periodic right hand sides [2], and is also used in linear boundary value 
problems [3]. It is involved in the representation of soIutions [4] and thence 
in control theory [5] and stability [6]. The adjoint theory has been developed 
in conscious analogy with the treatment for ordinary differential equations, 
but the methods required are so peculiar to FDEs that the analogy has been 
unsatisfactory. 
There is another approach to this subject, namely, the adjoint theory of 
functional analysis [7]. This will be our model. We can then obtain many of 
the above results in a simpler, more satisfying way, under more general 
conditions. The connection with the usual adjoint theory will be clear when 
we calculate the bilinear form of that theory (Eqs. (3.12), (3.13)). 
The following is based on the author’s doctoral dissertation [8] written 
under the direction of Jack K. Hale at Brown University. Some changes in 
notation have been made in order to avoid certain pseudoproblems of [8]. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND GENERALITIES 
Let R denote the real line, En the Euclidean space of real or complex 
column n-vectors with norm [ . 1, En* the corresponding space of row n- 
vectors, and let r be a fixed positive number. For any interval [a, b] CR, 
C([a, b], En) is the Banach space of continuous functions $ : [a, b] + En 
with norm ]I $11 = sup&[a,bl 1 #(e)l. In the most usual case, [a, b] = r---r, 0] 
and we write simply C = C([-Y, 01, En). Let B, denote the Banach space of 
functions + : [-Y, 0] + En* of bounded variation on [-Y, 01, continuous 
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from the left on (-r, 0) and vanishing at zero with norm Var[-,,,$ We will 
identify B, with the conjugate space of C, using the pairing 
<?44> = s” 4w)W) for #EBs, $E C. 
--T 
We also use the Banach space gl([u, b], En) of integrable functions from the 
finite interval [a, b] into En. 
Consider the linear FDE (of retarded type) 
and the corresponding homogeneous equation 
3i(t) = 1” d,7j(t, e) x(t + e). (2.2) --I 
In these equations x(e) is a function from R into Em, y(*, +) is an n x n-matrix 
valued function which is measurable in (t, 0) E R x R and satisfies 
q(t, 0) = 0 for e 2 0, ~(t, e) = 7j(t, 4) for e < --r. 
We assume further that, for each t, the rows of ~(t, *) belong to B, , with 
Var[-,,,lq(t, *) < m(t) and m(e) locally integrable on R. In (2.1) we suppose 
h(e) is a locally integrable function from R into En. These assumptions will 
be maintained throughout this paper. 
If x E C([a, b], En) and a + r < b, then define xt E C for each t E [a + r, b] 
by 
44 = x(t + 4, +-<e<o. 
The following is well known [6]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Given any s E R, 4 E C and locally integrable h : [s, co) --f En, 
there exists a unique solution x = x(s, 4, h) : [s - r, co) -+ E” satisfying (2.1) 
a.e. on [s, UJ) such that x, = 4. For each t > s, this solution may be written 
4,4,h) = W, 4 + + W, 4 h (2.3) 
where T(t, s) : C-+ C, K(t, s) : 6pl([s, t], En) -+ C are bounded linear operators 
with T(s, s) = I, K(s, s) = 0. If t > s + r, T(t, s) is a compact operator. 
The adjoints of these operators are defined by 
T*(s, t) : B, -+ B, ) K*(s, t) : B, ---f Zm([s, t], E”*) 
<T*(s, 4 $4 d> = ($4 w, 4 4) (2.4) 
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and 
whenever 4 E C, $ E B, , h E 5$([s, t], En), and s < t. 
In Section 3 we will relate these adjoint operators to the following “adjoint 
equation”: 
z(s) + lrn z(a) ~(a, s - a) dol = constant. 
s (2.6) 
THEOREM 2.2. Given any t E R and 4 E B, , there exists a unique 
z : R + En* which vanishes on [t, oo), satisfies (2.6) on (-co, t - Y], and such 
that zt = 4. For any s < t, let x,O be defined by 
%“(e) = z(s + q, --r<O<O, z,O(O) = 0. 
Then this solution may be written, for each s < t, 
x,0 = qs, t) 2&o = qs, t) * (2.7) 
where p(s, t) : B, -+ B, is bounded and linear. 
The proof of these claims is a straightforward application of the Contraction 
Mapping Principle to the Volterra integral equation (2.6). 
3. THE ADJOINT OPERATORS 
We need the following representation for solutions of (2.1). The proof is 
available in [4]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x(a) satisfy (2.1) a.e. on [s, m). Then for any t > s, 
x(t) = Y(s, t) x(s) + j-I_, 4 11: W, t) rl(a, B - 4 da/ 49 
+ j-” Y(a, t) 44 da 
.s 
where the n x n-matrix valued function Y is dejked by 
(3.1) 
Y(a, t) = 0 for (T > t, 
Y(u, t) = I - j’ Y(a, t) q(ol, u - a) dor 
(3.2) 
for (i < t. 
D 
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Notice that if W(a, t) = 0 for u > t and is defined by the Volterra equation 
W(u, t) = -7)(t, u - t) - 
I 
t W(a, t) ~(cL, u - a) dol 
u 
for u < t, then application of Gronwall’s inequality yields 
I Wu, t>l < B Wt., 4 < m(t) exp [/I m(a) da]. 
Therefore Y(u, t) = 1 + j: W(u, T) dT (u < t) is absolutely continuous in t 
(except at t = u) and of bounded variation in U. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any s < t, 
T*(s, t) = (I+ Q(s)> qs, t>(l + Q(t)y (3.3) 
where T*(s, t) is the adjoint of T(t, s), p(s, t) is given by (2.7), and Q(s) is the 
quasi-nilpotent operator on B, defined by 
tJWvW) = j: $64 4s + ap 0 - 4 6 --r<e<o (3.4) 
foranysERand#EBo. 
Proof. Let 4 E C and z+4 E B, , and put x = X(S, 4, 0), so X, = +, xt = 
T(t, s)$ for t > s. Extend 4 by setting #(E) = 1,4(-y) for 5 < -I, $(I) = 0 
for 5 > 0, and extend x(a) in any continuous way to (-co, co). By the lemma, 
CT*@, thh +> = ($9 xt> = j” 4(e) x(t + 4 
--m 
= j”- 4~tf + s - t> f&3 + j:_, 443 WY t + 4 C(O) 
+I:, d+(e) j” 
--r 
4 1 j: Yh t + 0) ‘i% s + 5 - 4 da/ d(f). 
(3.5) 
Let y(ol, t) = 0 for OL > t and 
~(a, t) = -j” 4w yb, t + e), 
a-t 
a < t. (3.6) 
Interchanging the order of integration in the final term of (3.5) (see [9] for 
justification of this) we obtain 
<T*(s, 0,4 $1 = j”- 4W + s - t) d(I) - Y(S, 4 d(O) 
--r 
- 
s Is 
‘d, t ~(a, t) ~(a, s + f - 4 da 4(t). (3.7) 
--7 * I 
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Since (3.7) holds for any 4 E C, (T*(s, t)+)(e) must have a jump at 6’ = 0; 
specifically 
(T*(s, WP-1 = Y(S, 9 (3.8) 
We see from (3.6) and (3.2) that y satisfies 
Y(s,~) + fy(a, t) da, s - a) da = $(s - t), s < t. (3.9) * 
Ifs < t - T, then #(s - t) = 9(--r) and (3.9) is simply the adjoint equation 
(2.6). Therefore, in obvious notation, if s < t 
Putting s = t + 0 in (3.9) and comparing with (3.4) we see 
(1+ Q(t))yt(*, t) = # and thus: 
YSY.9 t) = qs, t>(l + Q(t>>-l?h s < t. (3.10) 
Returning to (3.7) and using the normalization condition (3.8), if 
--r<f<O, 
CT*@, +,4(f) = #(f + s - t) - ,:,(a, 4 ~(a, s + 4 - a) da 
= Y(S + I, t) + JI+f~(a, 4 da, s + f - a) da, 
by (3.91, 
= w + Q(s)) rs”(*, t>l(f>, by (3.4). 
This, together with (3.10), proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The adjoint of K(t, s), K*(s, t) : B, + S&([s, t], En*), 
dejned by (2.5), may be written 
(K*(S, t)+)(f) = -(T*(f, t)$)(O-) = s” Me) y(f, t + 6 (3.11) 
--7 
for a.e. 5 E [s, t] and any $ E B, . 
Proof. If h E oEL;([s, t], Em) and # E B, , then by Lemma 3.1 
<JI, K(t, s)h> = j” d+(e) It Y(f> t + 8) 45) df 
--7 8 
= - s :r(f, t)h(f)df, 
in the notation (3.6) of the above proof. The corollary now follows from (3.8). 
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Remark. The results of this section have been extended to a fairly broad 
class of linear functional equations of neutral type [IO], but the difficulties of 
the proof are much greater. Sufficient unto the day are the complications of 
the retarded case. 
Before turning to the applications of these results, we will calculate the 
bilinear form 
Ed+, 4) = w c(o) + Jo 4 1,’ w) dt + 5, B - 5) a/ 409 (3.12) 
--T 0 
which is so prominent in the usual adjoint theory. Define the r-shift operator 
S thus: if $ : [0, r] -+ En* then S# : [-r, 0] + En*, S$(f?) = #(T + 0) for 
-Y < 0 < 0. Suppose $ : [0, r] + En* is such that $5 E B, and suppose 
4 E C; then 
%(h 4) = -((I + Q(t + TN w9 w + r, 4 $0. 
To prove (3.13), let xt = 4, xt+,. = T(t + r, t)+; then 
(3.13) 
and 
= -j-i 4(P) r,: d,rl(t + 8, 5 - B) x(t + 81 43 
= -j-l a,@) [qt + /3) - j”, d,rl(t + /A 5 - B) x@ + 8-j d@ 
=- j-1 W) %t + P> 4 + ,“, 4 1 j-1 VW rl(t + A f - B> @I x(t + 0 
Adding these, we obtain (3.13). 
Using Theorem 3.2 and (3.13) it follows easily that at(#, T(t, s)C) = 
%(S-lf‘(s + r, t + r) W, 4, w rc is the most important property of this h’ h 
form. Another simpler form has a similar property: define 
[# I5% = ((1 + J-w ?k +> for #EBo, +EC; (3.14) 
then 
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We may hope that, with these results, the mysterious form gB,(*, a) will be 
laid to a well deserved rest. Its remaining duties are ably performed by [a j *It , 
which has the advantage of nonsingularity. 
4. LINEAR PERIODIC FDEs 
Now let us consider (2.2) under the assumption ~(t + w, 0) = ~(t, 19) for all 
(t, 8). Let U(s) = T(s + w, s), the period translation operator, and 0(‘(s) = 
rf(s, s + w); then U*(s) = (1 + Q(s)) o((s)(I + a(~))-~, by periodicity. Some 
iterate of U(s) is compact, so the spectrum u(U(s))\{O} consists of a coutable 
collection of eigenvalues, each a pole of the resolvent operator. Since 0((s) is 
similar to U*(s), 0(0(s)) = 0( U(s)). If p is a nonzero eigenvalue of U(s) 
(or o(s)), it is known [7] that for some integer m we have the decomposition 
and equally 
c = N(, - U(s))” @ W(p - U(s))“, (4.1) 
B, = &‘$A - O(S))~ @ W(p - if&s))? (4.2) 
These direct sums completely reduce U(s), o(s) respectively and 
dim JV(~ - U(S))~ = dim A’$ - o(~))~ < co. 
Using the bilinear form [+ ( $1, = ((I+ Q(s)) +,d) for # E B, , 4 E C, 
we have by periodicity 
MI w41s = m+iw1s. (4.3) 
Let Y’@ be a column vector whose elements form as basis for .A+ - u(s))m 
in (4.2) and let @u be a row vector basis for .A+ - U(S))~. It follows that 
S(P - WNrn = Gb E c I PII I $11, = 01 
W(P - oW)l” = $4 E: 4, I [1G I @,Is = 01. 
(4.4) 
For example, if + = (CL - U(s))mx, then 
ry!i I $Is = KP - r7(4YY I XL = 0. 
Conversely, if [?Pu ( +ls = 0, then set $ = $r + & with & E A$ - U(s))m 
and 4s E .9?(~ - U(s))“. Since [‘y, / &Is = 0, it follows that [?Pu 1 +r], = 0. 
However, 
hence, by (4.2), [$ 1 $Js = 0 for all 4 E B, , which implies $r = 0, + = 
94 E-@(P - WNrn* 
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It follows that [?PU ( @,,I is a nonsingular matrix; we may suppose the bases 
chosen so it is the identity matrix. In this case the decomposition (4.1) and 
(4.2) corresponding to a nonzero p E u( U(s)) = u( o(s)) is 
c = (4 I d = @LPu ICL> 0 {C I [u: I $Is = 01 
Bo = (4 I # = M I @L&Is y&J 0 NJ I [4 I @uls = 01. 
(4.5) 
The above treatment is somewhat more general than that of Shimanov [2], 
but its primary advantage lies in its simplicity and the uniform approach to 
adjoint problems. 
The corresponding decomposition for linear autonomous equations [l] can 
be obtained in a similar way, with like gains in simplicity and clarity. 
5. LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
We will now discuss some boundary value problems for the nonhomo- 
geneous equation (2. l), obtaining results of the “Fredholm alternative” type 
which are useful in nonlinear bifurcation problems [l 11. Compared to earlier 
work on this question, most notably Bancroft’s thesis [3], our approach is 
both simpler and more general. 
Consider the following problem. Let o < r be given, together with two 
bounded linear operators M, iV : C -+ v (V a normed linear space) and a 
point y E v. Find a solution x of 
k.(t) = 1” 4&t, 6) x(t + 0) + h(t), a<t<r, (2.1) 
-r 
such that 
Mx, + Nx, = y. (5.1) 
THEOREM 5.1. In order that the ubooe problem (2.1), (5.1) haere a solution, 
it is necessary that 
s ’ 44 44 da = --<A Y)V (5.2) D 
whenever 9 E V* (the conjugate space of V) and z(e) is a solution of the adjoint 
problem : 
z(s) + 1: z(01) ~(oL, s - LX) da = constant, u - T < s < T - r (2.6) 
zoo = -(I + Q(u))-l M*$, z,” = (I + L’(T))-’ N*yi (5.3) 
If the range W(M + NT(r, CT)) is closed in V, this condition is both necessary and 
s@cient. 
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Proof. Any solution x of (2.1) satisfies x, = T(T, u) x, + K(T, u) h, 
hence (5.1) may be written 
(M + NT(T, a)) x, + NIqT, u) h = y. 
Thus solvability of (2.1), (5.1) is equivalent to 
NIqT, u) h - y E W(M + NT(T, u)). 
Therefore it is necessary, and under the closure hypothesis, sufficient, that 
NK(T, U) h - y E W(M + NT(T, U)) = {d-(hf* + T*(U, T)N*)}l. 
That is, for any $ E V* such that M*# + T*(u, T) N*I/ = 0 we must have 
<#, NK(T, 0) h - yb = 0, or 
by Corollary 3.3. 
If z is the solution of the adjoint equation (2.6) on [u - r, 7 - r] with 
z,O = (I + Q(T))-~N*#, then 
Z,” = T(U, T) Z,’ 
= (I + Q(u))-’ T*(u, T) N*I/J 
= -(I + L?(u))-l M*#, 
by choice of t,!~. Also for a < 5 < 7, 
(T*(& T) N*#W-1 = (T;(& T) x:)(0-) = X(f), 
hence, on substitution in (5.4) we obtain (5.2). 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose in (2.1) that h and 77 are periodic in t with period 
w > 0. The necessary and su$icient condition that there exist w-periodic solutions 
of (2.1) is sz+‘+” z(u) h(u) dol = 0 f or all w-periodic solutions z(e) of the &joint 
equation (2.6). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that some iterate of T(u + W, u) is 
compact, therefore W(I - T(u + w, u)) is closed in C. Apply Theorem 5.1 
M=-N=I,V=C,y=O. 
Now we shall consider a problem of apparently more general form 
(Bancroft’s “general linear side conditions” [3]). Suppose the solution x(e) of 
(2.1) satisfies some linear constraint involving the values of x(e) on its interval 
of definition [u -. r, T]. This may equivalently be considered a restriction of 
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the type (5.1) on the pair {x0, x,} if 7 - (T < r, since these two points of C 
exhaust the curve x /tU-r,71 . If 7 - (T > Y, the same device may be used by 
formally increasing the presumptive lag from r to (T - u). An example will 
illustrate the procedure. 
Suppose we seek a solution x(*) of (2.1) on the interval [u, T] (with 
7 - u > r) such that 
05 %> = 0, a<t<r, (5.5) 
where !P : [-r, 0] --t Emmn is a given m x n-matrix valued function of bounded 
variation. 
Let Y(g) = Y( -r) for 5 < --Y and extend x( *) on (- co, u - r] in any 
continuous way. If we let C, = C([u - T, 01, En), with x,~ E C, given by 
x7,(.$) = X(T + 0, u - 7 < t < 0, (5.5) may be expressed: 
dY(u - t + 5) x(u + E) + jOT+g+d’Y(T - t 4 0 4, + 0 
where M, N are bounded linear maps of C, into, say, V = Ya([u, T], Em). 
In this form, Theorem 5.1 applies (with y = 0 and r replaced by 7 - u). A 
necessary condition for solvability of (2.1) subject to (5.5) is 
s ’ z(a) h(a) da = 0 0 (5.6) 
for all solutions x of the adjoint problem: z satisfies (2.6) on [2u - 7, u] and 
for some II, E V* 
z,ol = -(I + f21(u))-1 AI**, $1 = (1 + .n,(T)) -lN*#, 
in obvious notation. The second of these may be written 
x(s) + s: z(a) ~(a, s - a) da = N*#(s - T), U<s<T. 
Putting N*#([) = N*#,u - T) when 6 < u - 7, this may be combined with 
(2.6) to conclude 
x(s) + ,I z(a) ~(a, s - a) da - N*#(s - T) = constant, 
U--r<S<T-r (5.7) 
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and 
zoo = -(I+ Qn(W M*$ L,,,I , z,O = (I+ Q(T))-l N*# I[-r,o] . (5.8) 
Therefore, in order that there exist a solution of (2.1) satisfying (5.5) it is 
necessary that (5.6) hold for all z(a) which satisfy (5.7) (5.8) for some #J E V*. 
If {(Y, xc.)) / x satisfies (2.2) on [a, T]} is closed in V, this condition is both 
necessary and sufficient. 
It should be noted that the discussion of this section applies immediately to 
ordinary differential equations, and our general linear side conditions include 
the various multipoint conditions (but not interface conditions) of other 
authors (cf. [12, 131). 
Remark. We see that, by the above method, Theorem 5.1 (or simple 
variants) can be applied to nearly any linear constraint on a finite interval. 
Problems on the infinite interval-almost periodic solutions, solutions with 
certain growth or limiting properties-require a different approach. Some 
results have been obtained using the bilinear form gt(*, *) [6], but topological 
difficulties make a “general theory” improbable. In some cases-the 
continuous functions on R with the compact open topology, or the continuous 
functions which tend to zero at +oo with the uniform topology-one can 
easily calculate the adjoint of the differential operator taking x into 
But the more interesting topologies are (naturally) intractable. Further work 
in this area is clearly desirable. 
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